
Whether you are looking to gain actionable insights from your data, mitigate 
risk, transform your data into a competitive advantage, reduce costs, or 
improve availability of performance, Sirius and NetApp can help.  
 
Our storage architects and engineers provide practical guidance to 
ensure due diligence at every stage, from planning to implementation and 
management of your data ecosystem. Sirius certified experts perform the 
following storage and consulting services and more: 

• Storage Implementation

• Data Management

• Data Migration

• Data Protection

THE DATA INSIGHTS, ACCESS AND CONTROL YOU NEED  
TO UNLEASH THE POWER OF YOUR DATA

WHY SIRIUS AND NETAPP?

Sirius’ certified engineers collectively share 145-plus  
years of NetApp storage experience and hold over  
200 NetApp sales and technical certifications, including: 

• NetApp Cloud First Partner
• Data Center Specialized Partner
• FlexPod Premium Partner

• Top 5 National Partner  
• Top 10 Healthcare and SLED Partner

Sirius is a NetApp Star Partner, the highest level for 
NetApp partners. Sirius is a member of NetApp’s 
Executive and Technical Advisory Councils and its 
National Partner Program with these designations:

Clients rely on NetApp to provide a full range of hybrid cloud data services that simplify management of applications 
and data across cloud and on-premises environments to accelerate digital transformation. Together with Sirius, NetApp 
empowers global organizations to unleash the full potential of their data to expand customer touchpoints, foster greater 
innovation and optimize their operations.

SIRIUS AND NETAPP
DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE
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NETAPP SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES

FLASH
Flash plays a key role in our clients’ digital transformation 
efforts as they seek to gain advantage through greater speed, 
responsiveness and value from key business applications 
while lowering total cost of ownership. All-flash array technology 
is the de-facto choice as more organizations seek performance 
and economic benefits from replacing hard disk installations. 
With a highly differentiated and broad portfolio of all-flash and 
hybrid array offerings, NetApp is well positioned to enable 
clients to accomplish this transition.

CONVERGED AND 
HYPERCONVERGED
Budget constraints and skill imbalances lead our clients to seek 
help in integrating, deploying and managing the solutions they 
need to stay competitive. This drives demand for converged 
and hyperconverged infrastructure solutions. FlexPod is the 
converged infrastructure of choice for many of the largest 
enterprises around the globe.  You can break free from the 
limits of first-generation HCI with NetApp HCI and attain 
guaranteed performance with outstanding flexibility, scale, 
automation, and integration with NetApp Data Fabric.

CLOUD SOLUTIONS
Many are attracted to the speed and scale benefits of the  
public cloud but need new data management capabilities  
to keep control of data as it moves beyond the walls of the 
enterprise. NetApp Data Fabric simplifies and integrates data 
management across the cloud and on-premises to accelerate 
digital transformation. It delivers consistent and integrated  
data management services and applications for data visibility 
and insights, data access and control, and data protection and 
security. NetApp’s Data Fabric approach enables clients to 
manage, secure and protect their data on premises and in  
both public and hybrid clouds, all at the scale they need  to 
accommodate the exponential data growth of the digital world.

SIRIUS TECHNOLOGY ENABLEMENT 
CENTERS (TECS)
When technology is so critical to your business, why invest  
in information technology (IT) without knowing how well it  
can deliver? At a Sirius Technology Enablement Center™ (TEC™),  
you can analyze your current business and IT processes while  
experimenting with a range of hardware and software options,  
explore the potential of IT solutions, and identify opportunities 
for improving business performance.

SIRIUS SDX INNOVATION CENTER
The Sirius SDx Innovation Center (SDxIC) provides our clients 
with a venue in which the adoption and integration of new  
technologies can be vetted and proved. It’s equipped to allow  
the deployment of new SDx technologies alongside traditional  
infrastructures in order to proof migration paths or coexistence 
strategies. The center is staffed by experienced architects with 
skills across all data center disciplines.

SIRIUS ONETOUCH FOR NETAPP
When something goes wrong with your NetApp infrastructure, 
you need assistance from technical experts who can immediately 
comprehend your challenge and respond quickly. Sirius OneTouch 
is a solution within Sirius Managed Services, a global MSP with 
three state-of-the-art Command Centers and a client renewal 
rate of 97 percent. What’s more, Sirius Managed Services has 
ranked #1 in the Channel Futures list of the top 500 managed 
services providers worldwide for three consecutive years. 
With Sirius OneTouch, you’ll enjoy all the benefits of NetApp 
technology plus the added value of a Sirius solution. 
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For more information, please contact your Sirius client executive, 
visit siriuscom.com, or call 800-460-1237.

http://siriuscom.com/security

